
CHANGING THE GAME FOR PCI COMPLIANCE.
Utilizing LeapLock Secure Checkout technology, PayLeap 
captures the credit card payment information section and
seamlessly embeds it into the end user’s browser using an
iframe.  This information is delivered directly from PayLeap’s
secure servers over SSL encryption, and applies the same 
CSS style design of the overall site, or page.  This not only 
helps reduce from PCI scope the hosting environment, 
network, and application software, but also provides a
seamless, branded experience to the end users.

IDENTIFYING THE PROBLEM.
Merchants enjoy the convenience and profitability of 
accepting payments on their websites, but are also
challenged with costs and risk associated with managing
the scope of their own PCI compliance.  One common  
way to enable secure online payments is to just redirect
users to a standard 3rd party hosted payment page.  
Although convenient, this method provides the merchant 
with the least amount of control over the end user 
experience, including a lack of style and branding.  

DELIVERING THE SOLUTION.
PayLeap’s innovative hosted payment acceptance method 
uses a patent-pending secure technology called LeapLock,
which creates a branded ‘on-demand’ secure payment form
in the payer’s browser.  Merchants can now retain control 
over the end-user experience while also reducing significant
risks and costs associated with maintaining a fully PCI-DSS 
compliant environment.

BENEFITS OF UTILIZING LEAPLOCK:

User remains on the host site for payment submission for
an optimal user experience.

Sensitive card information section is handled behind-
the-scenes by PayLeap for transport and storage.

100% control over user experience is retained by merchant.

Reduces the risk to a company brand which could be 
associated with a credit card breach.

No disruptive URL redirect for online payments.

Website analytics stats are still in control by the merchant.

No change to alternative payments pages is necessary.

Reduces merchant requirements for PA-DSS certification.

ABOUT PAYLEAP
PayLeap is a leading, innovative, payment platform 
company delivering a full suite of secure payment 
capabilities for a wide variety of processing environments. 
PayLeap's secure, single-source solution includes a next-
generation payment gateway with fraud management, 
end-to-end encryption, seamless secure checkout, 
cardholder data vault with tokenization, recurring invoicing
and mobile capabilities.  Known for innovative, secure
payment processing, PayLeap is leading the evolution of
gateway technology.

877-4 PAYLEAP  ( 877.472.9532 )
www.payleap.com
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